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Everyday Climate Action
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We have 11 years to reduce
carbon emission by 50%

Now it’s easier to do your
part in saving the planet
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“A very tangible tool for anyone who wants to
understand how to make a difference”

“Empowering people to take action
in their everyday lives”

Track & measure CO2 emissions
The Åland Index calculates the carbon impact of every
single transaction. It's powered by leading financial industry
environmental, social and governance data.

Read more

Reduce your carbon footprint
DO helps you understand how the effect of your daily
choices shape our world. Small changes can have great
impact and DO makes it easier to live more sustainable.

Read more

Compensate for your impact
The carbon emissions you couldn’t reduce can easily be
compensated. Finance UN certified carbon offset projects
or invest in fossil free sustainable funds for positive impact.

Read more

The white credit card
Our standard credit card that helps you track &
measure and compansate for your carbon
footprint everday.
It has never been easier to DO the right thing.

Read more

The black credit card
Our premium card, with no premium benefits
except for the world's first built-in CO2 emissions
limit, creating the very foundation for conscious
consumption.

Read more

Climate smart savings
account

DO offers a climate smart savings
account with an interest rate that
includes climate compensation. Make
you savings automatically work for
good.

UN certified climate
compensation

With DO you can compensate your
carbon footprint in UN-certified
projects that reduce, avoid or remove
greenhouse gas emissions.

Track your daily carbon
footprint

Use the DO card and track your CO2
footprint with the app. It uses the
Åland Index to identify the CO2
impact of every transaction.
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Invest for positive impact

DO collaborates with innovative asset
manager and offers investments in
funds aiming for good returns for
both you and the planet.

Release date: Summer 2019

Secure & encrypted banking
service

Our security systems are of the
highest standards and covered by the
insurance deposit scheme at our
partner bank Ålandsbanken.

The planet's only loyalty
program

Offset credits can be used to
compensate for the carbon footprint
of your purchase. You can direct it to
UN-certified carbon offset projects, or
invest in sustainable funds.
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Nathalie Green
CEO

Doconomy

“This is why we developed DO. We want to enable and encourage
behavioral change. It should be easy to manage consumption and
savings, as well as choose a more sustainable lifestyle.

Reducing emissions with 50% before 2030 is a huge undertaking.
From now on, every action counts.”

WATCH OUR FILM

DO is a free, easy-to-use mobile banking service with one major difference. DO will
track your CO₂ footprint and allow you to compensate for your impact.

With DO, you get access to a smart savings account which does good for both you
as well as for the planet. The DO credit card helps you understand your CO₂
footprint, UN certified climate compensation projects, and investment funds that
have a positive impact on people and planet.

Consumption will not end, but its devastating impact on the planet must.
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Paula DiPerna
Strategic Advisor

Environmental Finance
Doconomy

“DO links up science
with finance so we can
finally start to turn our
money into a force for
good.”
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At Doconomy we share a vision of enabling a sustainable
lifestyle for everyone. We want to provide this by offering a
banking service with a conscious, where your spending and
your savings are measured by its impact on the planet,
both negative and positive.
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